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E~eeutlve Sinninary
Background: Synapse Energy ECOnOmiCS, mc, (“Synapse”) wa~ r~taiiied to assess the
estimated cost ofPubho Service ofNew Hampshire’s proposed Merrimack Station
Scrubber Project and to Investigate whether there are less expensive alternatives to the
scrubber that would produce local jobs, reduce envIronmental impact, and avoid the risk
ofexpensive future regulatory costs that would be borne by the citizens ofNew
Hampshire.

Synapse Project Team: Members of the Synapse Project Team include David Schlissel,
christopher James, Dr. Day~d White, Rachel Wilson, Dr. Jeremy Fisher, Dr. David
Nichols, Douglas Flurley, Jennifer Kallay, Kenji Takahashj, Peter Lanzalotta and Bill
Powers.

The Team’s primary findings include:

1. There are technically and economically viable alternatives to the~Scrubber Project
for reducing the mercury and SO~ emissions from the Merrimack Station that are
in regular use at coal-fired power plants around the United States.

2. PSNH significantly uiiderstates the possible future cost of power from the
Merrimack Station and, therefore, substantially overstates the benefits from the
scrubber project. In fact, the future cost ofpower from the Merrimack Station is
likely to be between 10 and 47 percent higher than PSNH has claimed ifmore
reasonable prices are assumed for purchasing carbon dioxide emissions prices
under a federal greenhouse gas regulatory program.

3. There are a large number ofcost~effectiye alternatives to generating power at the
Memniack Statiøn, including, but not limited to, purchasing power from the
market and energy efficiency.

4. Energy efficiency programs and developing alternative resources Would create
large numbers ofnewjobs,

5. PS~ has a significant financial interest in pursuing the Merrimack Station
Scrubber Project.

6. PS~ has ac~ow1edged that the contracts It has signed for the Scrubber Project
ar~ not “fixed price” contracts.
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Finding 1. There are technically and-economically viable alternatives to the
Scrubber Project for reducing the mercury and 50x emissions from
the Merrimack Station that are in regular use at coal-fired power
plants around the United States.

There are a number of ways to effectively reduce emissions ofMercury and SO2 from
coal-fired power plants like Merrimack Station in place of installing an expensive
scrubber,

For example, a number of coal plants around the country, including plants with cyclone
boilers like those at Merrimack Station, burn low sulfur coal and use Activated Carbon
Injection to control SO2 and mercury emissions A few examples ofthe coal plants that
do so include the Bridgeport Harbor plant (Connecticut), EL England (New Jersey),
Powerton (Illinois), Joliet (Illinois), and Kincaid (Illinois). These doal-fired plants have
reduced mercury and sulfur emissions, or are in the process ofdoing so, to meet or
exceed their current state regulatory requirements. These state requirements are equal to
or more stringent than New Hampshire’s Clean Power Act re~uirements. Illinois’
regulation requires 90% mercury reduction Connecticut’s regulation requires compliance
witha 0.6 pounds mercury per trillion Btu heat input.

All ofthe Illinois plants previously listed have cyclone boilers like Merrimack. Because
of their strict rule that impacts 57 coal units in that state, there are many more coal units
in Ilimois subject to strict mercury control requirements that will be using ACT for Hg
compliance. In fact, the Institute of Clean Air Companies has reported over 90 ACT
systems ordered or in service, many of these for use with- low sulfur coal.

Low sulfur coal can be purchased from the Powder River Basin. Some of~ the plants listed
above, and many others, including some on the east coast, have been converted to burn
low sulfur Powder River Basin coal. And a number of the plants, such as Powerton,
Kmcaid and Johet in Illinois, have cyclone boilers like Merrimack Other low sulfur coal
options include coal from Indonesia and South America, similar to what has been ‘burned
at some of the Dominion plants in Massachusetts and the Bridgeport Harbor plant in

- Connecticut.

If the Merrimack Station were converted to Powder River Basin coal, or another coal
with similar sulfur levels, it should be possible to achieve 90 percent mercury removal
using ACT and to also reduce SO2 emissions due to the Tow sulfur content of the coal.
Flue gas from Powder River Basin coal has bttle or no SO3 present, in part, because of
the low sulfur content. 503 js the culprit that poisons activated carbon and is why
previous ACT tests at Merrimack showed limited results Therefore, ACT can be very
effective at capturing mercury from flue gas from PRB-fIred boilers. Ninety perccnt
reductions in mercury emissions have been achieved on PRB fueled boilers.

The reports on the past tests ofACI at Merrimack show that these tests were run with fuel
blends that resulted in mid-to-high sulfur coal, This, combined with the ScR, resulted in
high levels of $03 in the flue gas. The problem with SO3 is that it competes with the
mercury to be absorbed on the surface of carbon. So, when there are significant levels of
$03 present, ACT becomes less effective at capturing mercury.
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Another option woulcLbe to retrofit Merrimack with a fabric filter, A fabric filter would
enable high mercury öapture with A~I, ahd potentially little need for the A~L Th1~
option would have higher capital costs than switching to low sulfur coal with Ad, but it
would be much less expensive than a scrubber,

Finding 2. ?SN~ significantly understates the possible future cost of power from
the Merrimack Station and, therefore, substantially overstates the
benefits from the scrubber project. In fact, if more, reasonable prices
are assumed for purchasing carbon dioxide emissibus prices under a
federal greenhouse gas regulatory program, then the future cost of
power from the Merrimack Station is likely to be between 10 and 47
percent higher than ESNE has claimed.

PSNH has not adequately quantified the future rate impacts of the Scrubber Project and
the relative cost ofpower fl’orn Merrirna~k Station versus energy efficiency and other
alternatives The most Important cost that PSNH has underestimated is the cost of
purchasing allowances for future carbon dioxide (“dO2”) emissions’ iii a federal cap-and-
trade program,

Federal regulation ofgreenhouse gas emissions is a matter ofwhen, notiE Both Houses
of Congress and the new Obama Admmistration have stated their intent to adopt a plan to
significanfly reduce the nation’s emissions ofgreenhouse gases, most particularly, CO2
The federal government (through the Department ofEnergy), large financial Institutions,
and numerous state regulatory commissions, have concluded that it is now necessary to
include carbon costs (that is, the price ofpurchasing CO2 emissions allowances) in
energy resource planning.

The plan proposed by the new Administration is typical of the stringent plans that havç
been introduced in döngress and would:

• create a federal cap-and-trade system

• require that C02 emissions be reduced to 14 percent below 2005 levels by 2020
and 83 percent below 2005 levels by 2050

• auction all emissions allowances — none would be distributed free to generators.

Because there is currently no commercially vIable technology for capturing and
sequestering the CO2 ernissiofl~ from coal-fired power plants and none is anticipated to
be available for 10-20 years, companies like PSNH will have to purchase allowances for
the CO2 emitted by their power planes. The estimated cost of such emissions allowances
is, therefore, a critical~input into the expected future cost of generating power.

PSNH, however, has assumed a price for the cost of f~iture CO7 reguiátiôns that is
significantly below the costs projected in objective analyses by the U.S. Department of
Energy, the u.S. EPA, the Massachusetts institute ofTechnology, and Duke University.
The figure below shows the levelized cost estimates for CO2 allowances as modeled by
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these agencies and universities compared to the estimated used by PSNH in its analysis of
the future costs for power from the Merrimack Station.

Projected ~O2 1i~missions Allowance Pi:ices — PSNIJ vs~ Results of Independent
Modeling of Climate Change Legislation1
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As can be seen below, PSNH even has aasumed future prices for purchasing CO2
emissions allowances that are significantly lower than another NU-owned utility,
Connecticut Light & Power Company5 assumed in its 2008 Integrated Resource Plan
filing to the ConnectIcut Department ofPublic Utility Control.

See the .5ynapse 2008 C’02 Price Forecasts, July, 2008, for niore infonnation.on the analyses
presented in this flgure and the factors underlying the range of fhttire C02 prices that Synapse
recommends be used in resource planning. A copy ofthis report is available at
http:/fwww.synapse..energycorn/Downloads/synapsepaper,zOog..07.o,zoo8carbon-
Paper,A0020.pdf.
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CL&P Integrated Resource Plan - JanuaEy
2008

PSNH Sepi~niber 2008

It is therefore clear that when the federal government begins to regulate greenhouse ga~
emissions, paying for the CO2 emissions from the Merrimack Station will be very
expensive. As shown in the following figure, PSNWs ratepayers can expect to pay
between $50 to $150 million in 2015 Just for CO2 emissions allowances with the cost
rising to between $110 and $325 million in 2025. It is reasonable to expect that PSNH
will seek to pass these costs along to its ratepayers.
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Total Aimual Expenditures for CO2 Emissions Allowances under Synapse CO2
Price forecasts
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The costs presented iii this figure were calculated by multiplying the 3.7 million tons of
CO2 that Merrimack Station can be expected to emit each year by the estimated cost of
purchasing each emissions allowance (that is, one allowance for each ton of CO2
emitted) As can be seen, adjusting PSNH’s calculations to reflect a more reasonable
range of future CO2 emission allowance puces results in a substantially higher range for
the potential cost for power from the l~Eernmack Station that will then be passed on to the
ratepayers.
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Cost ofPower from Merrimack: PSNJJ and Synapse Low, Mid and High CQ2
Emission Allowance Prices
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In fact, th~ future lavelized cost ofpower from Merrimack Station is more likely to be in
the range of Ii cents to 147 cents per kilowatt hour as opposed to the approximately 10
cents per kilowatt hour claimed byPSNH in its September 2008 PUC Filing.

Finally, P$NH also has not accounted for any future costs associated with either an EPA
mandated conversion ofMerrimack Station to a closed-cycle cooling system or from any
new federal coal ash regulations. These costs would raise the cost ofpower from
Merrimack Station even higher than the 1 Ito 14.7 cents per kilowatt shown above.

rmnding 3. There are a large number of cost-effective alternatives to generating
power at the Merrimack Station, including, but not limited to,
purchasing power from the market and energy efficiency.

There are a number of lower cost alternatives to generating power at Merrimack Station if
the plant were phased out over a reasonable period of time. These alternatives include
purchasing power from the market, energy efficiency savings, conversion of one or both
units at Merrimack to burn biomass, the addition of other renewable resources, generating
more power at existing power plants liv the area, building a new combustion tuthine or
combined cycle facility at the Merrimack Station site and transmission system upgrades.

PS Nfl C02 Cost Synapse Low CQ2 Cost Synapse Mid C02 Cost Synapse High C02 Cost
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A. There will be a significant amount of excess capacity in New England that
could be used to replace the generation ofpower at Merrimack Station.

The following figure shows that there will be substantial amounts of excess capacity in
New England after 2012 that could be purchased to replace Merrimack Station In fact,
New England can be expected to have more than 500 MW ofexcess capacity, or more
than the capacity of the Merrimack Station, through 2022.

Excess capacity in New England, 20124024

These estimates of future regional excess capacity are based on (I) the actual amount of
capacity bid into the futu~a capacity market for the 2011-2012 power year and (2) ISO
NE’s most recent load and energy sales forecasts Moreover, these estimates are very
conservative given that:’

They iefleet only very modest amounts of energy cificiency savings therefore,
they do not reflect the additional potential for energy efflciency that has been
identified in New Hampshire and the other New England states.

• They do not reflect any additions of the new renewable resources that will be
needed after 2011 te meet the renewable portfolio standards.

Ifmore aggressive energy efficiency spending and savings and additional renewable
resources were included, even more excess capacity would be available in New England
well intO the 2O20s or maybe even the 203 Os.
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Not surprisingly, given that there will be excess capacity and that current natural gas
prices are low, it also appears that the cost ofpurchasing power in New England will be
substantially lower than PSNH’s estimated cOst ofpOwer from Merrimack.

Cost of Power from Merrimack vs. cost of Purchasing Power from the Market

—q— Merrimack Busbar Oost
—~— NE Market Futures

2009

The New England Market Futures prices in the above figure were taken from NYMEX’s
all-hours prices ofMarch 13, 2009, adjusted to include a capacity charge The5e
NYMEX prices reflect the prices that could be paid today for energy to be delivered
through 2014 The AEO 2009 prices reflect the estimated New England generation costs
in the US Dcpartment ofEnergy’s Annual Energy Outlook for 2009.

B. Energy Efficiency Savings could replace the power generated at Merrimack
station

A Februazy 2009 study by GDS Associates for the New Hampshire PUC examined the
energy efficiency potential for the State2 As shown in the following two tables, this
study found that there was a potential for cost effective energy efficiency of between 255
MW and 330 MW by 2018, lathe state as a whole, and between 184 MW and 3~0 MW
just in PSNWs~service area.

Additional Opportzrnitiesfor Energy Efficiency in New Harnpshfre, Final Report — Janaa,y 2009,
prepared for the New Hampshire Public Utilities Oommission by ODS Associates, Inc., at page
16.
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Potential Energy Efficiency Savings — State ofNew Hampshire

Estimated Annual Estimated Annual
Energy Savings by Demand Savings

2018 by 2018
. (GWh) (MW)

Maximum Achievable Cost Effective 2,680 455
Potentially Obtainable 1,404 255

Potential Energy Efficiency Savings —fSNH Service Area

~ Estimated Annual Estimated Annual
Energy Savings by Demand Savings

~_________________________ 2018 by2018
~GWh) (MW)

Maximum Achievable Cost Effective 1,956 330
Potentially Obtainable 1.023 184

Thus, ifyou only focus on savings achievable in the PSNH service area, by 2018 energy
efficiency could replace one-half to three-quarters of the capacity suppliçd by Merrimack
StatIon and one-third to approximately 60 percent of the energy generated at the plant.
and that is if you only focus on savings achievable in the PSNH service area. Ifyou look
at the state ofNew Hampshire as a whole, between one-half and all of the capacity from
Merrimack and between 45 and 85 percent ofthe energy from the plant, could be
replaced by energy efficiency savings.

Indeed, it appears that New Hampshire can achieve even higher savings from energy
efficiency than are estimated in the GDS report New Hampshire’s 2007 energy
efflciency program was the lowest performing in New England. Neighboring Vermont,
with about one-halfthe electricity consumption ofNew Hampshire, saved 103 GWh of
electricity in 2007, compared to 78 GWh ~n New Hampshire. Vermont’s energy savings
rates are more than twice that ofNew Hampshire Connecticut and Massachusetts’s
energy savings ~rates are 25~ to 50% higher than those achieved to date in N~w
Hampshire.

It also is reasonable to expect that these savings could be achieved at lower cost than
even PSNH’s law projected cost of power from Merrimack Station. For example,
analyses have shown that substantial amounts of energy efficiency savings are available
at expenditure levels of 3 to 5 cents per kilowatt. As shown below, this is substantially
lower than either PSNH’s projected cost ofpower from Merrimack or from the cost of
power from the plant which reflects the Synapse Low, Mid and High forecast CO2
emissions allowance prices. -

Report to the NH Senate Energy, Environment and Ecoii~mic Development Committee Page 9
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Projected Cost of Energy Efficiency vs. Cost of Power from Merrimack Station

There also is a significant potential for cost effective energy efiuciency in the other New
England states as well as a substantial potential for cost effective renewable resources in
both New Hampshire, specifically, and in New England, as a whole,

C. Other potential sources for power ifMerrimack StatIon were phased out

In addition to purchasing power ~I~om the market and energy efficiency, there are other
potential alternatives sources for the capacity and energy currently being provided fiom
Merrimack Station These include renewable wind and biomass facilities, repawering
one or both units at Merrimack to burn biomass, generating more energy at existing and
underutilized power plants in the State and the region, and building a new combustion
twbine or combined cycle facility at the Merrimack Station site. The cost of generating
power at these altematives can be expected to be lower than the cost ofpower from
Merrimack Station, especially if reasonable CO2 costs are considered.

XL, Transmission system upgrades

Transmission system upgrades to allow additional imports ofpower are another
alternative source for the capacity and energy currently being provided from Merrimack
For example, Northeast Utilities is planning to construct a new transmission line from
Quebec through northern New Hampshire (to connect wind resources beIng constructed
in Coos County) to a location near Merrimack Station. The 1200 MW capacity of the line
is three times that ofMerrimack. Once constructed, this line will provide new energy and
capacity resources at less cost than Merrimack, and avoid saddling NH citizens with
future costs from new mercury, clean water and greenhouse gas regulations

Report to the NH Senate Energy, Environment and Economic Development Committee Page 10
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Findiiig 4. Energy efficiency programs and develophig alternate capacity would
create large numbers of new jobs. -

There is a reasonable concern that potential construction and permanent jobs would be
lost if the Merrimack Station Scrubber Project is not pursued However, PSNWs claim
that the project would create large number of new jobs, 1200 we believe, needs to be
scrutinized closely for several reasons First, the number of new jobs that would be create
must reflect the adverse impact of the higher electric rates that PSNH’s customers would
have to pay for the $457 million cost of the project. These higher rates will dampen
economic activity and, thereby, offset the number of newjobs created. SecOnd, the
number ofjobs that would be created as a result ofthe Scrubber Project must be
measured against the ni~mbers ofjobs that would be created if alternate activities were
undertaken in place of installing a scrubber at Merrimack,

For example, achieving the cost-effective energy efficiency that GDS Associates
identified for New Hampshire in its recent report for the Public Utilities Commission
would create an estimated 700 to 1345 net new long-term jobs in New Hampshire that
cannot be outsourced to other states or countries These jobs would last longer than the
three year construction jobs that PSNH is offering as part of the Scrubber Project. They
also would lead to the creation ofhundreds to thousands of long term indirect jobs.

By way of contrast, PSNWappears to be offering a total ofperhaps 6 to 10 new
permanent long-termjobs once the construction of the scrubber is completed.

Renewable resource alternatives and/or the construction ofnew gas-fired capacity also
would provide both short-temi construction jobs and Iohg-term permanent operations and
maintenance jobs Thus, jobs would be created if an alternative to the Scrubber Project is
chosen. The real question is which investments would provide more construction and
long-term jobs for New Hampshire’s residents Indeed, much of the $457 million cost for
the scrubber will be for financing costs and the cost of fabricating equipment out of state
Benefits will accrue to out-of-state workers and out-ofstate companies.

Finding 5 PSNN has a significant flnancrii intei est in pursuing the Merrimack
Station Scrubber Project.

Under state regulation, PSNH earns an allowed rate of return on its investment in rate
base where rate base is the current value of the capital expenditures it has made on plant
and equipment. The investment in power plants generally declines over time as the
original rate base investment is depreciated (although there are periodic capital
expenditures that inárease th~ rate base value of the plant) Thus, an aging plant like
Merrimack Station can be expected to have a relatively small rate base value and,
consequently, will produce declining profits for PSNH unless an expensive capital
expenditure is made and/or the plant is retired and an expensive replacement is built
whose cost can then be placed into the utility’s rate base. This is the Context in which
PSNH is pursuing the Merrimack Station Scrubber Project.

An expensive, capital-intensive investment like the Scrubber Project will dramatically
increase PSNH’s investment in the Merrimack Station and, consequently, will
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significantly increase its pre- and post-tax earnings from the plant. This can be seen in
the following two figures which reflect the rate base investments and PSNB’s pre-tax
return on rate base m the year 2013 if(a) the Scrubber Project is riot undertaken or (b) the
Scrubber Project is completed and its cost is added to rate base The year 2013 is being
used as an illustration beoause that is the year the scrubber is scheduled to go into service.

Impact of Scrubber Project on Investment in Merrimack Station in Year 2013

Impact ofScrubber Project on PSNH’s Yearly Return on its Investment in
Merrimack Station in Year 2013

Ex1~ting. Plant Investment Plant Investment with Scrubbeg

~$60h
~

~ U—. 30oc
Co
~j$20
00

~ ~$10
0

Existing Plant With Scrubber
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A less expensive capital project to reduce mercury emissions, such as the installation of
an Activated Carbon Injection System, when combined with the puachase of low sulfui
coal (which would als’o reduce mercury emissions~ would not increase PSNFPs rate base
or return on rate base as)nuch as the Scrubber Project because the cost ofpurchasing the
coal is not an investment. Purchasing fuel is treated as an expense, the cost of which is
passed along to ratepayers. Therefore, PSNH benefitssubstantially more from the capital
intensive Scrubber Project than from a less expensive alternative.

Finding 6. PSNH has acknowledged that the contracts it has signed for the
Scrubber Project are not “fixed price” contracts.

PNSH has repeatedly said that the majority of the contracts for the Scrubber Project and
were “fixed price.”3 However, at the March 13, 2009 legislative hearing, PSNH CEO
Gary Long said that there are escalator clauses in the contracts which mean that the price
could increase over time. This means that these are not “fixed pric~” contracts.

Moreover, Company acknowledges that only $250 million of the total $457 million of the
estimated cost for the Scrubber Project is under what it has called “fixed price contracts.”
This leaves over $200 million of estimated project costs exposed to future escalation,
Much of this $200 million would be for financing costs that are extremely uncertain in
the current financial crisis and, consequently, these financing costs could be substantially
higher than PSNH has estimated.

For example, see PSNH ‘a March 5, 2009 Responses to Questions from the Office of consumer
Advocate and the March 13, 2009 report on The Economic Impacts ofConstrucling a Scrubber at
Merrimack &alion, at page 3
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